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ABSTRACT 

The present thesis is about the Autonomy of the Igreja Presbiteriana de Moçambique 

(IPM). The IPM was started by Mozambicans who had heard the message of the gospel 

in South Africa (Spelonken) since 1870. Yosefa Mhalamhala, one of the Mozambicans 

converted in Spelonken, went to Mozambique in 1880 and spread the gospel. In 1882 

an African Church was born in Mozambique. Five years later, in 1887, Swiss 

missionaries joined the African Church in Mozambique and founded the Swiss Mission. 

Since then, the African Church has been known as the Swiss Mission. 

Step-by-step, the Swiss Mission established schools, hospitals, agricultural settings and 

other services that helped Mozambicans to grow and to identify themselves with the 

image of God.  

Pastoral schools trained African ministers and evangelists. In 1948, the Swiss Mission 

declared Autonomy of the church under the Swiss Mission and baptized it as „Igreja 

Presbiteriana de Moçambique‟ (IPM). Since 1948, the leadership of the church that had 

previously been exclusively in the hands of Swiss Missionaries was systemically 

handed over to Africans. The handing over was finalized in 1970 through the signing of 

a Convention, exactly twenty two years after the declaration of Autonomy.  

In 1998, the IPM celebrated fifty years of Autonomy. This Autonomy, however, is 

perceived as „a heavy burden‟ by leaders, workers and members of the IPM. Workers 

feel as though the leadership is failing to meet their rights, while the leadership accuses 

workers of not performing their job adequately. While the leadership and workers fight 

with each other, church members relax. As a result the IPM is financially weak and 

dependent from her mother church.    

The present thesis aims at challenging this phenomenon of dependency disorder that is 

affecting the IPM, and to call her to accountability while bearing in mind that she is 

called to care for God‟s flock that has been entrusted to her responsibility.  

The IPM is reminded that in her search for liberty, she has trust in Christ; who is a 

liberator of the oppressed, gives sight to the blinds, heals the heartbroken, and 
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proclaimed the acceptable year of the Lord (Luke 4: 18-19). 

Gerkin and Pollard methods of Pastoral Care and of Positive Deconstruction were 

employed in order to help the process of liberation take place within the IPM, so that 

she can reaffirm herself as an authentic and autonomous church. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Chapter One 

Chapter one introduces the thesis to the reader, by sharing the author‟s knowledge of 

the context she is researching, namely the Autonomy of the IPM. The chapter also 

shows how the author‟s personal history links with that of the context as it has been 

lived within the IPM. 

Beyond the relationship between the author‟s history and the IPM context, the 

knowledge also developed through her interaction with other key players. Some of the 

players are the actual church workers, while others were revealed through the literature. 

However, they share a common history: The church pays them low stipends; they 

perceive this practice as an abuse and insult to their intelligence and calling. 

 

Problem statement and aims of the research 

Having identified that the practice of the IPM of paying low stipends (mphamu) to her 

workers is a traumatic one that fosters a sense of dependency and impedes her from 

getting Autonomy, this research study aims at: 

 Liberating the IPM from her practice of paying low stipends to her workers (and 

thus from dependency);  

 Liberating the IPM from the failure of getting Autonomy; 

 Empowering the IPM leaders and Members; and 

 Introducing Pastoral Care Ministry of healing and liberation. 
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Chapter Two 

Chapter Two is dedicated to the literature review concerning the Autonomy of the IPM. 

By „literature review‟ the author means all information that she was able to collect and 

that is relevant for this research study. 

The chapter seeks to understand the meaning of the mission of the church and the way 

in which this mission gave birth to autonomy of a local church. The chapter will show 

how this process started, how it developed, which challenges it encountered, and how 

these challenges were surpassed.   

The chapter will begin by defining „mission‟. The author found it important to define 

mission, because one of the problems that affects the Autonomy of the IPM is linked to 

the designation Swiss Mission.  

The IPM, which before Autonomy was called Swiss Mission, has difficulties in assuming 

the leadership of the church especially in relation to its finances, because she believes 

that the money has to come from the Swiss Mission.  

As the aims of the research study are liberation, empowerment and pastoral care that 

need to be introduced and worked out in order to help the IPM to affirm her as an 

authentic and autonomous church, the author will look to the literature in an effort to 

determine what has happened and why the IPM is currently struggling. 

The Autonomy of the IPM contributed to the birth of ecumenism in Mozambique. The 

author will also look at the literature in order to find what it says, with a particular 

emphasis in understanding how this coming together contributes or not to the 

strengthening of the IPM‟s Autonomy  

The Autonomy of the IPM is recognized as having contributed to the birth of a 

nationalism conscience of the Mozambicans (Teresa Cruz e Silva, Patrick Harries & 

Robert Faris). 

The IPM Autonomy developed in a hostile environment, because the country 

(Mozambique) was under the governance of the Portuguese regime (Colonized). The 
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colonizer was linked to the Roman Catholic Church and has a political policing body 

(PIDE). The author looked at the literature in order to find if the IPM‟s Autonomy was in 

fact affected by such an environment, and if so, the extent to which it had been 

impacted (Manuel Vieira Pinto, Teresa Cruz e Silva & Robert Faris).  

The independence of Mozambique in 1975 introduced an ideology called Marxism. This 

ideology seems not to recognize the existence of God. The author looked at the 

literature in order to find out how this ideology affected and may have contributed to the 

phenomena of dependency disorder that affects the IPM (Simão Chamango, Synod 

reports & Robert Faris). 

The chapter also explored the impact of Autonomy of the IPM, by examining both her 

positive and negative attributes, as well as her challenges for the future. 

 

Chapter Three 

Chapter three details the methodology of the present research study.  

In order to be able to rationalize the methodology employed, the author had to begin by 

defining her theoretical argument (Epistemology) that helped her choose between 

qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. Ultimately, the author determined that 

a qualitative research paradigm was most appropriate for the study.  

A qualitative research method explores the “ways in which human beings encounter 

their world and offers new ways of understanding and interpreting this world” (Swinton & 

Mowat).   

The author explored the various qualitative research methods. Then, she selected the 

models that she deemed to be most suitable for her research.  

The author chose Gerkin‟s model of Shepherding and Pollard‟s model of Positive 

Deconstruction. She also looked at Liberation Theology as developed by James Come, 

Gustavo Gutierrez, Ketey and other scholars. 
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The employment of the qualitative research, Gerkin‟s model of shepherding, and 

Pollard‟s model of positive deconstruction allowed the author to bring to the fore issues 

that for any way could have been anticipated. They also allowed her to develop a model 

of liberation suitable for the IPM. 

 

Chapter Four 

Chapter four was dedicated to the gathering of information concerning Autonomy of the 

IPM from Co-researchers. 

The aim of the chapter was to find out how Co-researches defined Autonomy of the IPM 

(Dream or Reality). This definition was given by information shared through Case 

Studies, Interviews and Workshops. The questions that formed the interviews had been 

formulated by the author beforehand. 

After having collated all information provided by her Co-researchers, the author divided 

it according to the aims outlined in chapter one. After this exercise, she further narrowed 

the information to enable her to discover which new areas would be most suitable to be 

researched. 

 

Chapter Five 

This chapter is dedicated to the application of the research methodology and to the 

therapeutic healing.   

The author analyzed the impact of the Autonomy of the IPM on workers, members, and 

on the leadership of the IPM in the light of the gospel. The author challenged the 

theology of „self denial‟ that was adopted by the IPM and wrongly interpreted, by the 

story of the man healed in the pool of Bethesda by Jesus Christ (John 5: 1-8) and by the 

Liberation theology as it is interpreted by many scholars. 

The shepherding model developed by Charles Gerkin and the positive deconstruction 
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model developed by Nick Pollard were helpful in deconstructing belief. They were also 

aided in showing the author possible steps to move the IPM forward and in instilling a 

sense of hope within the IPM.  

 

Chapter Six 

Chapter six was dedicated to the analysis of the findings and the research process, and 

concludes with the author‟s recommendations.  

The analysis of the findings confirmed the existence of the phenomena of dependency 

disorder. This phenomenon resulted from the theology of self denial that the IPM 

adopted and was supported by the Constitution. This theology was revealed to be 

harmful to the African culture, thus its devastating effects. 

The analysis of the process of research showed how the author grew while interpreting 

literature and stories, and while interacting with people from diversified background and 

culture and collating and interpreting the information collected from these interviews. 

The conclusion shows how the author understood the research process, while the 

recommendations show her concern about the Autonomy of the IPM.  
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